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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR SWITCHING APPLICATION INTERFACES

(57) The present disclosure relates to a method and
a device for switching application interfaces. The method
includes: receiving (S101, S501) an interface switching
request with respect to a target application, the interface
switching request being used to request the target appli-
cation to be switched from a current display interface to
a target display interface; acquiring (S102, S502) first
interface data for generating the target display interface
in response to the interface switching request; generating
(S103, S503) a lite interface and switching (S104, S504)
from the current display interface to the lite interface
through a preset transition animation during acquisition
of the first interface data; generating (S105, S507) the
target display interface based on the first interface data
when the first interface data is acquired completely; and
substituting (S106) the target display interface for the lite
interface. In this way, an interface switching process is
optimized, switching time is shortened, switching speed
is increased, and user experience is improved.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the field of
smart terminals, and more particularly, to a method and
a device for switching application interfaces.

BACKGROUND

[0002] When a smart terminal device is used, applica-
tion interfaces may be generally switched through a click
or slide operation. A process for switching interfaces in
related art may be as follows. An interface switching re-
quest from a user is received by an operation system of
the smart terminal device. Interface data for generating
a target interface is loaded from the application by the
system in response to the interface switching request.
The target interface is generated based on the interface
data once the interface data is loaded completely. There-
after, the application is switched from a current interface
to the target interface through a transition animation. As
can be seen from the process above, the interface cannot
be switched until the interface data is loaded completely
in related art. Moreover, the time needed for the applica-
tion to be switched from the current interface to the target
interface (abbreviated as "interface switching time")
equals to a sum of the time for the system to respond to
the interface switching request, the time for loading the
interface data and the time for running the transition an-
imation. Accordingly, when the time for loading the inter-
face data is relatively long, the interface switching time
may be extended and, thus, the application may be frozen
at the current interface within a relatively long period,
causing poor user experience.

SUMMARY

[0003] Accordingly, the present disclosure provides a
method and a device for switching application interfaces
in accordance with the claims appended.
[0004] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion, a method for switching application interfaces is pro-
vided. The method includes: receiving an interface
switching request with respect to a target application, the
interface switching request being used to request the tar-
get application to be switched from a current display in-
terface to a target display interface; acquiring first inter-
face data for generating the target display interface in
response to the interface switching request; generating
a lite interface and switching from the current display in-
terface to the lite interface through a preset transition
animation during acquisition of the first interface data;
generating the target display interface based on the first
interface data when the first interface data is acquired
completely; and substituting the target display interface
for the lite interface. The term "lite interface" shall espe-
cially include interfaces which differ from the current dis-

play interface and, for example, comprise an indication
of the target interface. Such an indication can, for exam-
ple, comprise a suitable name or title of the target inter-
face.
[0005] According to some embodiments of the first as-
pect, the acquiring first interface data for generating the
target display interface includes: acquiring, with high pri-
ority, data related to a theme of the target display inter-
face among the first interface data.
[0006] According to some embodiments of the first as-
pect, the generating a lite interface includes: generating
the lite interface based on the acquired data related to
the theme of the target display interface.
[0007] According to some embodiments of the first as-
pect, the generating a lite interface includes: acquiring a
configuration file with respect to the target application,
the configuration file including preset second interface
data; and generating the lite interface based on the sec-
ond interface data in the configuration file.
[0008] According to some embodiments of the first as-
pect, the acquiring a configuration file with respect to the
target application includes: acquiring the configuration
file corresponding to a latest version of the target appli-
cation.
[0009] According to some embodiments of the first as-
pect, the method further includes: generating an inter-
mediate interface based on acquired part of the first in-
terface data, during the acquisition of the first interface
data, after switching to the lite interface. Moreover, the
substituting the target display interface for the lite inter-
face includes: substituting the intermediate interface for
the lite interface; and substituting the target display in-
terface for the intermediate interface when the target dis-
play interface is generated.
[0010] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, a device for switching application interfaces is
provided. The device for switching application interfaces
includes: a reception module configured to receive an
interface switching request with respect to a target ap-
plication, the interface switching request being used to
request the target application to be switched from a cur-
rent display interface to a target display interface; an ac-
quisition module configured to acquire first interface data
for generating the target display interface in response to
the interface switching request; a lite interface generation
module configured to generate a lite interface during ac-
quisition of the first interface data; a switch module con-
figured to switch from the current display interface to the
lite interface through a preset transition animation during
acquisition of the first interface data; a target display in-
terface generation module configured to generate the tar-
get display interface based on the first interface data
when the first interface data is acquired completely; and
a substitution module configured to substitute the target
display interface for the lite interface.
[0011] According to some embodiments of the second
aspect, the acquisition module includes: a first acquisition
submodule configured to acquire, with high priority, data
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related to a theme of the target display interface among
the first interface data.
[0012] According to some embodiments of the second
aspect, the lite interface generation module includes: a
first lite interface generation submodule configured to
generate the lite interface based on the acquired data
related to the theme of the target display interface.
[0013] According to some embodiments of the second
aspect, the lite interface generation module includes: a
second acquisition submodule configured to acquire a
configuration file with respect to the target application,
the configuration file including preset second interface
data; and a second lite interface generation submodule
configured to generate the lite interface based on the
second interface data in the configuration file.
[0014] According to some embodiments of the second
aspect, the second acquisition submodule is configured
to acquire the configuration file corresponding to a latest
version of the target application.
[0015] According to some embodiments of the second
aspect, the device further includes: an intermediate in-
terface generation submodule configured to generate an
intermediate interface based on acquired part of the first
interface data, during the acquisition of the first interface
data, after switching to the lite interface. Moreover, the
substitution module includes: a first substitution submod-
ule configured to substitute the intermediate interface for
the lite interface; and a second substitution submodule
configured to substitute the target display interface for
the intermediate interface when the target display inter-
face is generated.
[0016] According to a third aspect of the present inven-
tion, an apparatus for switching application interfaces is
provided. The apparatus for switching application inter-
faces includes: a processor; and a memory configured
to store instructions executable by the processor. Herein,
the processor is configured to perform: receiving an in-
terface switching request with respect to a target appli-
cation, the interface switching request being used to re-
quest the target application to be switched from a current
display interface to a target display interface; acquiring
first interface data for generating the target display inter-
face in response to the interface switching request; gen-
erating a lite interface and switching from the current dis-
play interface to the lite interface through a preset tran-
sition animation during acquisition of the first interface
data; generating the target display interface based on
the first interface data when the first interface data is ac-
quired completely; and substituting the target display in-
terface for the lite interface.
[0017] According to a fourth aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a computer program which,
when being executed on a processor of a smart terminal
device, performs any one of the above methods.
[0018] The technical solution provided by the embod-
iments of the present disclosure may achieve, at least in
part, the following beneficial effects.
[0019] The interface switching request with respect to

the target application is received and used to request the
target application to be switched from the current display
interface to the target display interface; the first interface
data for generating the target display interface is acquired
in response to the interface switching request; the lite
interface is generated and the current display interface
is switched to the lite interface through the preset transi-
tion animation during acquisition of the first interface da-
ta; the target display interface is generated based on the
first interface data when the first interface data is acquired
completely; and the target display interface is substituted
for the lite interface. In this way, a problem in related art,
that is, the interface switching time is relatively long, can
be overcome through adoption of the technical solution
described above. Furthermore, process for loading inter-
face data of the target display interface can be performed
in parallel with switch of the transition animation, such
that the process for switching interfaces is optimized, the
switching time is shorten, the switching speed is in-
creased (by around 30% in general), and the user expe-
rience is improved.
[0020] It is to be understood that both the foregoing
general description and the following detailed description
are exemplary and explanatory only and are not restric-
tive of the disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] The accompanying drawings, which are incor-
porated in and constitute a part of this specification, il-
lustrate embodiments consistent with the invention and,
together with the description, serve to explain the princi-
ples of the invention.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method for switch-
ing application interfaces according to an exemplary
embodiment.
FIGs. 2A-2C are schematic diagrams illustrating in-
terfaces of a smart terminal device in applying a
method for switching interfaces according to related
art.
FIGs. 3A-3C are schematic diagrams illustrating in-
terfaces of a smart terminal device in applying the
method according to the embodiment of FIG. 1.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method for switch-
ing application interfaces according to another ex-
emplary embodiment.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method for switch-
ing application interfaces according to another ex-
emplary embodiment.
FIGs. 6A-6D are schematic diagrams illustrating in-
terfaces of a smart terminal device in applying the
method according to the embodiment of FIG. 5.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a device for
switching application interfaces according to an ex-
emplary embodiment.
FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a device for
switching application interfaces according to another
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exemplary embodiment.
FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a device for
switching application interfaces according to another
exemplary embodiment.
FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a device for
switching application interfaces according to another
exemplary embodiment.
FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating an apparatus
for switching application interfaces according to an
exemplary embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] Reference will now be made in detail to exem-
plary embodiments, examples of which are illustrated in
the accompanying drawings. The following description
refers to the accompanying drawings in which the same
numbers in different drawings represent the same or sim-
ilar elements unless otherwise represented. The imple-
mentations set forth in the following description of exem-
plary embodiments do not represent all implementations
consistent with the invention. Instead, they are merely
examples of apparatuses and methods consistent with
aspects related to the invention as recited in the append-
ed claims.
[0023] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
switching application interfaces according to an exem-
plary embodiment. The method is applicable in a smart
terminal device, for example, a smart cellphone, a tablet
computer and the like, which can support operation sys-
tems such as Android™ and IOS™. As shown in FIG. 1,
the method includes following steps.
[0024] In step S101, an interface switching request
with respect to a target application is received. Herein,
the interface switching request is used to request the
target application to be switched from a current display
interface to a target display interface.
[0025] The target application may be any application
running on the smart terminal device, including system
applications or third party applications. The interface
switching request, which is indicative of a target display
interface as desired by the user, may be initiated by a
user performing a click or slide operation on a current
display interface of the target application. The interface
switching request can be captured in real time by the
operation system of the smart terminal device.
[0026] In step S102, first interface data for generating
the target display interface is acquired in response to the
interface switching request.
[0027] After the interface switching request is received,
the first interface data can be acquired from the target
application by the operation system of the smart terminal
device in response to the interface switching request.
[0028] In step S103, a lite interface is generated during
acquisition of the first interface data.
[0029] In an exemplary embodiment, the lite interface
is generated as the acquisition of the first interface data
is started. Alternatively, in another exemplary embodi-

ment, the lite interface is generated when part of the first
interface data is already acquired.
[0030] Moreover, a preset lite interface may be gener-
ated as the lite interface. Alternatively, in another em-
bodiment, the lite interface can be generated based on
the acquired part of the first interface data. In this way,
the generated lite interface may resemble the target dis-
play interface closely and, thus, user experience can be
improved.
[0031] In step S104, the current display interface is
switched to the lite interface through a preset transition
animation during acquisition of the first interface data. In
this way, the current display interface is firstly switched
to the lite interface.
[0032] In step S105, the target display interface is gen-
erated based on the first interface data when the first
interface data is acquired completely.
[0033] In step S106, the target display interface is sub-
stituted for the lite interface.
[0034] So far, the switch process from the current dis-
play interface to the target display interface is completed.
During the switch process, the switch to the target display
interface using the transition animation is started without
completely acquiring the first interface data by the oper-
ation system of the smart terminal device. Instead, the
lite interface is generated and the current display inter-
face is switched to the lite interface via the transition an-
imation during acquisition of the first interface data. At
the same time, the first interface data is acquired contin-
uously, and when it is acquired completely, the target
display interface is generated and, accordingly, substi-
tuted for the lite interface. In this way, generation of the
target display interface and switch of the transition ani-
mation can be performed parallelly rather than serially in
related art. Accordingly, the interface switching time
equals to: "time for the system responding to the interface
switching request" + "MAX (time for loading the first in-
terface data, time for running the transition animation)".
Herein, MAX (time for loading the first interface data, time
for running the transition animation) may be indicative of
maximum one of the time for loading the first interface
data and the time for running the transition animation.
[0035] In conclusion, a problem in related art, that is,
the interface switching time is relatively long, can be over-
come through adoption of the technical solution de-
scribed above. Furthermore, process for loading inter-
face data of the target display interface can be performed
in parallel with switch of the transition animation, such
that the process for switching interfaces is optimized, the
switching time is shorten, the switching speed is in-
creased (by around 30% in general), and the user expe-
rience is improved.
[0036] In an alternative embodiment, the acquisition of
the first interface data for generating the target display
interface includes acquiring, with high priority, data relat-
ed to a theme of the target display interface among the
first interface data. In that case, the generation of the lite
interface (i.e., step S103) may include generating the lite
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interface based on the acquired data related to the theme
of the target display interface.
[0037] In an embodiment, the data related to the theme
of the target display interface includes, for example, data
related to a background of the target display interface
and data related to a style of Action Bar at the top of the
target display interface. Through analysis of the data, the
background of the target display interface and the style
of Action Bar at the top of the target display interface
(e.g., a color of Action Bar, with/without Title, font and
position of Title, and so on) can be obtained and the lite
interface can be generated thereby. As the lite interface
includes the style of Action Bar at the top of the target
display interface as well as the background of the target
display interface, the lite interface resembles the target
display interface closely and, thus, user experience can
be improved. Moreover, the data related to the theme of
the target display interface may have a small data size
in general. Accordingly, when this part of data is acquired
with high priority and the lite interface is generated based
thereon, a generation speed of the lite interface can be
improved, it can be quickly switched to the lite interface
and, thus, the user experience can be further improved.
[0038] FIGs. 2A-2C are schematic diagrams illustrat-
ing interfaces of a smart terminal device in applying a
method for switching interfaces according to related art.
FIGs. 3A-3C are schematic diagrams illustrating inter-
faces of a smart terminal device in applying the method
according to the embodiment of FIG. 1.
[0039] Firstly, a current display interface of the target
application is as shown in FIGs. 2A and 3A. As a method
for switching interfaces in related art is implemented,
when an option of "WLAN" is clicked by a user, the smart
terminal device 100 may be kept at the current display
interface, as shown in FIG. 2B, during generation of the
target display interface. When the target display interface
is generated, the current display interface is switched to
the target display interface via a transition animation, as
shown in FIG. 2C.
[0040] As the method according to the embodiment of
FIG. 1 is implemented, when the option of "WLAN" is
clicked by a user, a lite interface is firstly generated by
the smart terminal device 100 during generation of the
target display interface and, as shown in FIG. 3B, the
current display interface is switched to the lite interface
via a transition animation. When the target display inter-
face is generated, the lite interface is switched to the
target display interface, as shown in FIG. 3C.
[0041] As can be seen from a comparison between
FIGs. 2B and 3B, according to the method provided by
the embodiment of FIG. 1, it can be firstly switched to the
lite interface instead of being kept at the current display
interface. Therefore, interface switch may be visually re-
garded by the user as being completed and, thus, user
experience can be improved.
[0042] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
switching application interfaces according to another ex-
emplary embodiment. The method is applicable in a

smart terminal device, for example, a smart cellphone, a
tablet computer and the like, which can support operation
systems such as Android™ and IOS™. As shown in FIG.
4, based on the method as shown in FIG. 1, the gener-
ation of the lite interface (i.e., step S103) may include
following steps.
[0043] In step S401, a configuration file with respect
to the target application, which may include preset sec-
ond interface data, is acquired.
[0044] The configuration file with respect to the target
application may be acquired by the smart terminal device
from, for example, a manufacturer server of the smart
terminal device. In an embodiment, the configuration file
includes therein the second interface data predefined be-
tween the smart terminal device and the target applica-
tion, which can be used for generating a complete inter-
face.
[0045] In step S402, the lite interface is generated
based on the second interface data in the configuration
file.
[0046] According to this embodiment, the lite interface
predefined by the target application can be generated.
The configuration file may be provided therein with the
second interface data related to the lite interface as de-
sired. Thus, it can be switched to any lite interface as
desired.
[0047] In an embodiment, the configuration file of the
target application can be updated, for example, by the
manufacturer of the smart terminal device according to
actual need, and stored with an updated version in the
server. In that case, acquisition of the configuration file
with respect to the target application (i.e., step S401) may
include acquiring the configuration file corresponding to
a latest version of the target application.
[0048] In an embodiment, when the configuration file
with respect to the target application is updated in the
manufacturer server of the smart terminal device, an up-
date message, which is indicative of updated status of
the configuration file with respect to the target application,
can be sent to the smart terminal device from the server.
When the update message is received at the smart ter-
minal device, a latest version of the configuration file can
be acquired locally from the server.
[0049] In another embodiment, a version message re-
quest, which is used to request a version number corre-
sponding to the latest version of the configuration file with
respect to the target application, can be sent from the
smart terminal device to its manufacturer server. In re-
sponse to the version message request, the version
number corresponding to the latest version of the con-
figuration file with respect to the target application, which
is stored at the server, can be transmitted to the smart
terminal device. When the version number is received
by the smart terminal device, it can be compared with a
version number of the configuration file stored locally. If
those two version numbers are the same, the configura-
tion file stored locally can be used to generate the lite
interface. If they are different, the latest version of con-
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figuration file with respect to the target application can
be acquired from the server and, thereafter, can be used
to generate the lite interface.
[0050] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
switching application interfaces according to another ex-
emplary embodiment. The method is applicable in a
smart terminal device, for example, a smart cellphone, a
tablet computer and the like, which can support operation
systems such as Android™ and IOS™. As shown in FIG.
5, the method includes following steps.
[0051] In step S501, an interface switching request
with respect to a target application is received. Herein,
the interface switching request is used to request the
target application to be switched from a current display
interface to a target display interface.
[0052] In step S502, first interface data for generating
the target display interface is acquired in response to the
interface switching request.
[0053] In step S503, a lite interface is generated during
acquisition of the first interface data.
[0054] In step S504, the current display interface is
switched to the lite interface through a preset transition
animation during acquisition of the first interface data.
[0055] In step S505, an intermediate interface is gen-
erated based on acquired part of the first interface data,
during the acquisition of the first interface data, after
switching to the lite interface.
[0056] In step S506, the intermediate interface is sub-
stituted for the lite interface.
[0057] In step S507, the target display interface is gen-
erated based on the first interface data when the first
interface data is acquired completely.
[0058] In step S508, the target display interface is sub-
stituted for the intermediate interface when the target dis-
play interface is generated.
[0059] During switch from the lite interface to the target
display interface, the first interface data may be still ac-
quired by the smart terminal device. Therefore, through
adoption of the embodiment of FIG. 5, the intermediate
interface can be generated by the smart terminal device
based on the acquired part of first interface data (includ-
ing the first interface data that has been acquired before
and after switching to the lite interface) during the switch
from the lite interface to the target display interface and,
then, can be displayed between the lite interface and the
target display interface. In this way, the target display
interface can be displayed gradually and dynamically,
thus user experience can be further improved.
[0060] FIGs. 6A-6D are schematic diagrams illustrat-
ing interfaces of a smart terminal device in applying the
method according to the embodiment of FIG. 5.
[0061] Firstly, a current display interface of the target
application is as shown in FIG. 6A. When an option of
"WLAN" is clicked by a user, a lite interface is firstly gen-
erated by the smart terminal device 100 during genera-
tion of the target display interface and, as shown in FIG.
6B, the current display interface is switched to the lite
interface via a transition animation. When the lite inter-

face is displayed, an intermediate interface can be gen-
erated based on loaded part of interface data before the
target display interface is generated and, as shown in
FIG. 6C, is substituted for the lite interface. When the
target display interface is generated, the intermediate in-
terface is then switched to the target display interface,
as shown in FIG. 6D.
[0062] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a device
for switching application interfaces according to an ex-
emplary embodiment. The device can be provided in a
smart terminal device, for example, a smart cellphone, a
tablet computer and the like, which can support operation
systems such as Android™ and IOS™. As shown in FIG.
7, the device includes: a reception module 701 config-
ured to receive an interface switching request with re-
spect to a target application, which can be used to request
the target application to be switched from a current dis-
play interface to a target display interface; an acquisition
module 702 configured to acquire first interface data for
generating the target display interface in response to the
interface switching request; a lite interface generation
module 703 configured to generate a lite interface during
acquisition of the first interface data; a switch module 704
configured to switch from the current display interface to
the lite interface through a preset transition animation
during acquisition of the first interface data; a target dis-
play interface generation module 705 configured to gen-
erate the target display interface based on the first inter-
face data when the first interface data is acquired com-
pletely; and a substitution module 706 configured to sub-
stitute the target display interface for the lite interface.
[0063] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a device
for switching application interfaces according to another
exemplary embodiment. The device can be provided in
a smart terminal device, for example, a smart cellphone,
a tablet computer and the like, which can support oper-
ation systems such as Android™ and IOS™. As shown
in FIG. 8, the acquisition module 702 includes a first ac-
quisition submodule 801 configured to acquire, with high
priority, data related to a theme of the target display in-
terface among the first interface data. In addition, the lite
interface generation module 703 includes a first lite in-
terface generation submodule 802 configured to gener-
ate the lite interface based on the acquired data related
to the theme of the target display interface.
[0064] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a device
for switching application interfaces according to another
exemplary embodiment. The device can be provided in
a smart terminal device, for example, a smart cellphone,
a tablet computer and the like, which can support oper-
ation systems such as Android™ and IOS™. As shown
in FIG. 9, the lite interface generation module 703 in-
cludes a second acquisition submodule 901 configured
to acquire a configuration file with respect to the target
application, which may be provided therein with preset
second interface data; and a second lite interface gen-
eration submodule 902 configured to generate the lite
interface based on the second interface data in the con-
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figuration file.
[0065] In an embodiment, the second acquisition sub-
module 901 is configured to acquire the configuration file
corresponding to a latest version of the target application.
[0066] FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a device
for switching application interfaces according to another
exemplary embodiment. The device can be provided in
a smart terminal device, for example, a smart cellphone,
a tablet computer and the like, which can support oper-
ation systems such as Android™ and IOS™. As shown
in FIG. 10, the device further includes: an intermediate
interface generation submodule 1001 configured to gen-
erate an intermediate interface based on acquired part
of the first interface data, during the acquisition of the
first interface data, after switching to the lite interface. In
addition, the substitution module 706 includes a first sub-
stitution submodule 1002 configured to substitute the in-
termediate interface for the lite interface; and a second
substitution submodule 1003 configured to substitute the
target display interface for the intermediate interface
when the target display interface is generated.
[0067] With regard to the devices in the foregoing em-
bodiments, detailed description of specific modes for
conducting operation of modules has been made in the
embodiments related to the method, no detailed illustra-
tion will be made herein.
[0068] FIG. 11 is a block diagram applicable to an ap-
paratus 1100 for switching application interfaces accord-
ing to an exemplary embodiment. For example, the ap-
paratus 1100 may be a mobile telephone, a computer, a
digital broadcasting terminal, a message transceiver, a
game control center, a tablet device, a medical device,
a fitness device, a personal digital assistant and so on.
[0069] Referring to FIG. 11, the apparatus 1100 may
include one or more components as below: a processing
component 1102, a memory 1104, a power supply com-
ponent 1106, a multimedia component 1108, an audio
component 1110, an input/output (I/O) interface 1112, a
sensor component 1114 and a communication compo-
nent 1116.
[0070] The processing component 1102 usually con-
trols the overall operation of the apparatus 1100 such as
operations relating to display, making call, data commu-
nication, taking photos and recording. The processing
component 1102 may include one or more processors
1120 to execute instructions to finish all or part steps of
the above method. Besides, the processing component
1102 may include one or more modules for facilitating
the interaction between the processing component 1102
and other components. For example, the processing
component 1102 may include a multimedia module to
facilitate the interaction between the multimedia compo-
nent 1108 and the processing component 1102.
[0071] The memory 1104 is configured to store various
types of data to support the operation at the apparatus
1100. Examples of the data include any instructions for
performing applications or methods at the apparatus
1100, contact data, phone book data, a message, a pic-

ture and a video and so on. The memory 1104 may be
any types of volatile or non-volatile storage devices or
their combination, such as static random access memory
(SRAM), electrically erasable programmable read-only
memory (EEPROM), erasable programmable read-only
memory (EPROM), programmable read-only memory
(PROM), read-only memory (ROM), magnetic memory,
flash memory, magnetic disk or compact disk.
[0072] The power supply component 1106 provides
power for components of the apparatus 1100. The power
supply component 1106 may include a power manage-
ment system, one or more power supplies, and other
related components for generating, managing and dis-
tributing power for the apparatus 1100.
[0073] The multimedia component 1108 includes a
screen which provides an output interface between the
apparatus 1100 and the user. In some embodiments, the
screen may include a liquid crystal display (LCD) and a
touch panel (TP). If the screen includes a touch panel,
the screen may be realized to be a touch screen to receive
an input signal from the user. The touch panel includes
one or more touch sensors to sense touch, slide and
gestures on the touch panel. The touch sensor may not
only sense the touch or slide boundary, but also detect
the duration time and pressure of the touch or slide op-
eration. In some embodiments, the multimedia compo-
nent 1108 includes a front-facing camera and/or a rear-
facing camera. When the apparatus 1100 is in an oper-
ation mode, such as a photo mode or video mode, the
front-facing camera and/or the rear-facing camera may
receive external multimedia data. Each front-facing cam-
era and rear-facing camera may be a fixed optical lens
system or have the focal length and optical zoom ability.
[0074] The audio component 1110 is configured to out-
put and/or input an audio signal. For example, the audio
component 1110 includes a microphone (MIC); when the
apparatus 1100 is in an operation mode such as a call
mode, a record mode and a speech recognition mode,
the microphone is configured to receive an external audio
signal. The received audio signal may be further stored
in the memory 1104 or sent out by the communication
component 1116. In some embodiments, the audio com-
ponent 1110 may further include a loudspeaker for out-
putting the audio signal.
[0075] The I/O interface 1112 may provide interface
between the processing component 1102 and a periph-
eral interface module. The peripheral interface module
may be a keyboard, a click wheel, a button and so on.
These buttons include but are not limited to: a homepage
button, a volume button, a start button and a lock button.
[0076] The sensor component 1114 includes one or
more sensors for evaluating states of different aspects
of the apparatus 1100. For example, the sensor compo-
nent 1114 may detect the on/off state of the apparatus
1100, relative locations of components, for example, the
components are the displayer and keypads of the appa-
ratus 1100. The sensor component 1114 may further
sense the position change of a component of the appa-
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ratus 1100 or the position change of the apparatus 1100,
whether the touch exists between the user and the ap-
paratus 1100, the direction or acceleration/deceleration
of the apparatus 1100, and temperature change of the
apparatus 1100. The sensor component 1114 may in-
clude a proximity sensor which is configured to sense
the existence of a nearby object when no physical contact
exists. The sensor component 1114 may further include
a light sensor such as a CMOS or CCD image sensor,
for using in imaging applications. In some embodiments,
the sensor component 1114 may further include an ac-
celeration sensor, a gyro sensor, a magnetic sensor, a
pressure sensor, or a temperature sensor.
[0077] The communication component 1116 is config-
ured to facilitate communicating between the apparatus
1100 and other devices in wired or wireless manner. The
apparatus 1100 may be connected to wireless network
based on communication standard such as wireless fi-
delity (Wi-Fi), 2G or 3G or their combinations. In an ex-
emplary embodiment, the communication component
1116 receives, by means of a broadcast channel, a
broadcast signal or broadcast-related information from
an external broadcast management system. In an exem-
plary embodiment, the communication component 1116
further includes a near field communication (NFC) mod-
ule to promote short-range communication. For example,
the NFC module may be achieved based on radio fre-
quency identification (RFID) technology, infrared data
association (IrDA) technology, ultra-wide bandwidth
(UWB) technology, Bluetooth (BT) technology and other
technologies.
[0078] In exemplary embodiments, the apparatus
1100 may be achieved by one or more of application
specific integrated circuit (ASIC), digital signal processor
(DSP), digital signal processing device (DSPD), pro-
grammable logic device (PLD), field programmable gate
array (FPGA), controller, microcontroller, microproces-
sor or other electronic components for executing the
method above.
[0079] In exemplary embodiments, a non-transitory
computer-readable storage medium including an instruc-
tion is also provided, for example, the memory 1104 in-
cluding the instruction. The instruction may be executed
by the processor 1120 of the apparatus 1100 to achieve
the above method for switching application interfaces.
For example, the non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium may be a ROM, a random access memory
(RAM), a CD-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floppy disk and
optical data storage device, etc.

Claims

1. A method for switching application interfaces, com-
prising:

receiving (S101, S501) an interface switching
request with respect to a target application, the

interface switching request being used to re-
quest the target application to be switched from
a current display interface to a target display in-
terface;
acquiring (S102, S502) first interface data for
generating the target display interface in re-
sponse to the interface switching request;
generating (S103, S503) a lite interface and
switching (S104, S504) from the current display
interface to the lite interface through a preset
transition animation during acquisition of the first
interface data;
generating (S105, S507) the target display in-
terface based on the first interface data when
the first interface data is acquired completely;
and
substituting (S106) the target display interface
for the lite interface.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the ac-
quiring first interface data for generating the target
display interface comprises:

acquiring, with high priority, data related to a
theme of the target display interface among the
first interface data.

3. The method as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein the
generating a lite interface comprises:

generating the lite interface based on the ac-
quired data related to the theme of the target
display interface.

4. The method as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the generating a lite interface com-
prises:

acquiring (S401) a configuration file with respect
to the target application, the configuration file
comprising preset second interface data; and
generating (S402) the lite interface based on the
second interface data in the configuration file.

5. The method as claimed in any one of claims 1-4,
further comprising:

generating (S505) an intermediate interface
based on acquired part of the first interface data,
during the acquisition of the first interface data,
after switching to the lite interface;
the substituting the target display interface for
the lite interface comprises:

substituting (S506) the intermediate inter-
face for the lite interface; and
substituting (S508) the target display inter-
face for the intermediate interface when the
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target display interface is generated.

6. A device for switching application interfaces, com-
prising:

a reception module (701) configured to receive
an interface switching request with respect to a
target application, the interface switching re-
quest being used to request the target applica-
tion to be switched from a current display inter-
face to a target display interface;
an acquisition module (702) configured to ac-
quire first interface data for generating the target
display interface in response to the interface
switching request;
a lite interface generation module (703) config-
ured to generate a lite interface during acquisi-
tion of the first interface data;
a switch module (704) configured to switch from
the current display interface to the lite interface
through a preset transition animation during the
acquisition of the first interface data;
a target display interface generation module
(705) configured to generate the target display
interface based on the first interface data when
the first interface data is acquired completely;
and
a substitution module (706) configured to sub-
stitute the target display interface for the lite in-
terface.

7. The device as claimed in claim 6, wherein the acqui-
sition module comprises:

a first acquisition submodule (801) configured
to acquire, with high priority, data related to a
theme of the target display interface among the
first interface data.

8. The device as claimed in claim 6 or 7, wherein the
lite interface generation module comprises:

a first lite interface generation submodule (802)
configured to generate the lite interface based
on the acquired data related to the theme of the
target display interface.

9. The device as claimed in any one of claims 6-8,
wherein the lite interface generation module com-
prises:

a second acquisition submodule (901) config-
ured to acquire a configuration file with respect
to the target application, the configuration file
comprising preset second interface data; and
a second lite interface generation submodule
(902) configured to generate the lite interface
based on the second interface data in the con-

figuration file.

10. The device as claimed in any one of claims 6-9, fur-
ther comprising:

an intermediate interface generation submodule
(1001) configured to generate an intermediate
interface based on acquired part of the first in-
terface data, during the acquisition of the first
interface data, after switching to the lite inter-
face;
the substitution module comprises:

a first substitution submodule (1002) con-
figured to substitute the intermediate inter-
face for the lite interface; and
a second substitution submodule (1003)
configured to substitute the target display
interface for the intermediate interface
when the target display interface is gener-
ated.

11. A program product having stored therein instructions
that, when executed by one or more processors of
a terminal device, causes the terminal device to per-
form a method according to any one of claims 1 - 5.

12. A computer program, which when executing on a
processor, performs a method according to any one
of claims 1 to 5.
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